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Working Experience
Israeli Defence Force Israel
Engineer January 2017–September 2019
I am assigned to the Technology and Maintenance Corps, in which I developed multiple solutions helping
the unit’s daily tasks, including: (1) an inventory application for spare-parts, (2) a custom GPS application
for optimal driving routes for multi-hop trucking, based on IDF laws, (3) a garage management system,
and (4) a data-scraper for human-resources, automating routine tasks, such as personnel status assessments.

Freelance Israel
UI/UX Designer / Frontend Developer / Backend Developer 2011–2019
I currently make full-fledged full-stack web solutions - ranging from websites, internal management systems,
to mobile applications - for multiple companies such as AAAP, Hasalat, and others. Mainly, I develop with
Angular and Firebase, however, some solutions require custom Node.js / PHP backend.

EloRift Israel
Co-founder, Chief Developer and Designer 2016–2018
Founded a business designed to match between gamers, specifically, designed to match low-leveled players
with high-level trainers, in order to improve the players skill levels in League of Legends. We also offered a
platform for trading consumables, skins, and other game related items. The business was closed as of Riot
Games decision to disallow trading of items, cutting on our largest source of revenue.

Projects
+ Parent Control App
Created a mobile app for child-management, where as a parent, you can track their app-usage, lock
their device from accessing certain content, and tracking their GPS location at all time. App is not
public anymore, as Android 9 released most of these features in the OS.

+ MyCloset App
Designed a prototype closet management apps to help people (and especially women) to manage their
clothes effectively, with the idea of easy matching, indexing, equalizing the wear-and-tear and many
other possibilities.

+ Exchanger
Back when paying for things over phone-calls was a thing, I developed an exchanger service that takes
money from your phone bill, and wires it directly to your PayPal account, in case you don’t have a
credit-card to load your PayPal with, or you don’t trust inputting your card online.

+ Tretos
My first large-scale online browser-based multi-player game, which was a great success in 2014, amassing
thousands of users in Israel. The game was a turn based city-management game, where I designed the
website, and the storyline.

Languages
+ Hebrew – Native
+ English – Receptive
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